
74 The Peace of God.

now." The door opens, and not Etienne, but ;t

strange gentleman enters. He pauses and glan

ces around the room Then he advances further.

Madame looks at him without interest or curiosity.

"Ah, Madame Fontaine, I presume," says

he, bowing low. "I am sorry to meet you in ill

ness and affliction Madame. I am Emile Bor

deaux."

Madame's eyes change from indiffer

ence to puzzled bewilderment. She is trying to

remember, to realize. Then her brow clears, and

she asks dully:

"Why have you come? Joan is dead."

"I bear a message from her to you. Trif

ling, it is true Madame," and here the Comte's

lip curls, "but it was her dying wish. I loved

her, and I fulfil it. It is only that she bade

me tell you with her last breath —'God is Peace."'

And Little Madame knows at last that it is

indeed so.

 

:->Wi THE ECLIPSES OF 1906.

uring the year 1906 there will be three

partial eclipses of the sun and two

total eclipses of the moon. One of

each class will be visible in the Unit

ed States.

The first is a total eclipse of the

moon on February 8. It will occur at a very

favorable hour in the evening and will be visi

ble all over the United States. The accompany

ing diagram {FigI.) will enable the reader to follow

the progress of the eclipse in a very satisfactory

manner. The largest circle represents the pen

umbra, and the next one the shadow, cast by

the earth at the place where the moon crosses

them. The lines N S and E W indicate the

cardinal points. The diagram must be held in
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FIG. I. Total Eclipse of the Moon, Feb. 8, 1 906.

4:54 P. M. Total Eclipse begins . . G:58 P. M. Moon leaves Shad

5:57 P. M. Total Eclipse ends . . . 8:36 P. M.

. 9:37 P. M.

Moon leaves Penumbra 10:40 P. M.
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FIG. II. Partial Eclipse of the Sun, August 19, 1906.

such a way that when transferred to the sky

the line N S would point to the north star.

The line A B C D F G H is the moon's path

through the penumbra and shadow, and the

numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, show the positions

of the moon's centre at the full hours. The

time indicated is Central time, so that if the

reader is using Eastern time he must add one

hour to the times given, but subtract one or

two hours respectively for Mountain or Pacific

times.

At 4:54 P. M. the moon's centre is at A

and the Moon enters Penumbra. This moment

cannot be observed because the loss of light is

insignificant. As the moon enters more deeply

into the penumbra, however, the side nearest

the shadow will be noticeably darker. At 5:57

the Moon enters Shadow, its centre being then

at B. This can be well observed. This first

contact of the moon with the shadow will occur

at a point on the moon's edge 960 east of the

north point, so that if the reader is using a

telescope and wishes to avoid the moon's glare,

he can draw a line through the moon's centre

in the direction of the pole star and then watch

the point 96° away or almost exactly at right

angles to this line.

At 6:58 the moon will be completely im

mersed in the shadow and the Total Eclipse

begins. It will last one hour and 38 minutes.

During this time the moon may disappear from

view completely, so much so that even the tele

scope will have no other proof of the moon's

actual existence than the blank circular space

completely devoid of stars and their disappear

ances and reappearances that the moon's mo

tion occasions. It is just as likely however, that

the moon will remain visible, shining with a

beautiful dull copper color. This light comes

from the sun and passes through our atmosphere

as through a lens and is thus refracted or bent

into the earth's shadow. If we could transport

ourselves to the moon at that time, we would

see the sun totally eclipsed and the black earth

surrounded by a brilliant roseate ring, its illu

minated atmosphere, outside of which we would

see parts of the sun's corona, a truly magnificent

sight, inferior however to the one we can our

selves see on earth during a total eclipse of

the sun. I say inferior, because to us on earth

the moon appears to be of about the same

size as the sun and thus while eclipsing the sun

totally does not hide from view the sun's im

mediate neighborhood, that is, its superb corona,

which we can thus see completely; where, as to

the moon the earth appears to be of about four

times the size of the sun, and thus while eclips

ing the sun totally would also hide the corona

from view. Almighty God has thus favored us

in a most exceptional manner, because nowhere

else in our whole solar system can the sun's co

rona be seen as it is by us on earth.

The visibility of the moon during a total

eclipse connot be predicted, because it depends

upon the passage of the sun's rays through our

atmosphere, where clouds may intercept it al

together. At 8:36 the Total Eclipse ends and

the moon begins to emerge from the shadow,

comming out of it completely at 9:37 and

leaving the penumbra at 10:40.

The magnitude of the eclipse is said to be

1.63 time the moon's diameter, that is, the moon
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FIG. III. Showing the Sun one and two tenths

might have a diameter 63 per cent larger and

still be totally eclipsed.

Let us hope that this eclipse will be accom

panied by the same fine weather conditions. that

made the eclipse of Oct. 16, 1902 so very suc

cessful.

« » *

The second eclipse is a partial solar eclipse

on August 19. It is a very unfavorable one,

and will be visible only in the states in the

extreme northwest part of the country and that

too, near the time of sunset. Fig. II will tell

us what to expect. South of the. line L N and

east of N E the eclipse will not be visible at

all. Along the line N E the eclipse will begin

at sunset, that is, will just not be visible. For

places situated on the line N H C the middle

of the eclipse will occur at sunset, reaching a

magnitude extending from zero along the line

L N to one-tenth along the line F H and ap

proaching two-tenths north of this line. The

appearances of the sun when one and two tenths

eclipsed, are shown in Fig. III. Along the

line N A on Fig II, the end of the eclipse will

occur at sunset. All along the curve BHD

the sun will set one-tenth eclipsed, on H D

the eclipse will be increasing and on D H di

minishing at that moment. Places west of AGN

and north of L N will see the eclipse begin and

end completely before sunset, but the magnitude

even when a maximum will not much exceed

one-tenth of the sun's diameter for places with

in the United States. The maximum obscura

tion visible anywhere on earth will only be 31

per cent of the sun's diameter: this will be visi

ble in Baffin's Bay west of Greenland.

The point G on Fig. II is called the point

of Last Contact: it is the very last place on

earth to see this eclipse end.

Taken altogether this solar eclipse is a very

insignificant one, but the total eclipse of the

moon will more than make up for it. Let the

reader keep up courage until June 8, 1918, when

a total eclipse of the sun will be visible within

the United States.

Wm. F. Rigge, S. J.

Creighton University Observatory.

Omaha, Neb.

-a> lie Indians under Spanish Rule.

By Rev. £. Pruente.

The treatment of the Indians during the cen

turies of the Spanish occupation has long

been a subject of gross misrepresentations

on the part of writers unfriendly to the Catho

lic Church. These misrepresentations have also

greatly influenced the views of many who enter

tain no anti-Catholic sentiments and even of Catho

lics themselves. Unfortunately the injudicious and

exaggerating descriptions of Spanish atrocities

contained in the writings of the famous "Pro

tector of the Indians," Bartolome de Las Casas,

have to a considerable extent, countenanced er

roneous conceptions. The old story which finds

little good and much evil in the conduct of the

Spanish Crown toward the aborigines was told

so often that Spanish cruelty became a stereo

typed exclamation of profound indignation. The

Church herself was saddled with the blame for

the misdeeds of the Spanish government.

In later years, new and extensive researches

have more clearly shown the old story to be, in

the main, a conglomeration of falsehoods and

exaggerations. Archbishop J. B. Salpointe in

the preface to his valuable and interesting work,

"Soldiers of the Cross" says: "We have the Indian

tribes still with us, and recognize,- as the Spanish

did, that the Indian does not take readily to

civilized life. The treatment of the Indians

adopted by the Spanish government wa6 founded

on Christian and humane methods, which were

found by experience to lead to the gradual settle

ment and civilization of the Indians; while we,

although we are at the end of the nineteenth

century, formally recognize a system which ig

nores all religious influences and has for its avow

ed object the gradual extinction of the Indian

race. Under the present system, during the half

century since it came into operation, more lives

have been sacrificed than during three centuries

of Spanish rule. The only serious loss of life-

recorded in Spanish times is the slaughter of

4000 Apaches by a Huguenot Colony.

It is gratifying to note that Protestant his

torians of ability and learning are fair minded

and impartial enough to give the lie to the old

so oft rehashed story and to acknowledge unreserv

edly the, on the whole, just and beneficial at


